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The Water’s Warm

Creature of Habit
Gils and Spiky Scales
Ooze out of my green skin
Bent over body
With widest eyes sitting too high on my green dripping forehead
All because I took the same train twice in one day
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Letter from the Editor
Dear Vogue Readers,
I’m writing this formal letter to resign from my position as Editor in Chief. I know you’re
thinking, “But Anna, you are the Vogue mogul, the ‘Vogul,’ if you will. The Empress of the
number one international fashion magazine. How could you possibly give that up?” Well
my minions, let me explain.
I can’t believe it’s taken me so long to hop aboard this full-steam-ahead Walk Write Up
train. I have to admit I really didn’t know about it until this month. I’m embarrassed, but
I’m a busy woman. I don’t have a lot of time to read other magazines. That being said,
I’m so glad that my assistant brought me over a copy of the mock-up late one Thursday
night. I thought she was there to drop off “the book” but someone had switched our book
with the Walk Write Up book. At first, I was furious. Where is the fashion? Where are the
models and the ads? Where is my name?? But my assistant was gone, disappeared into
the night. I was left alone with Walk Write Up.
I opened up to the first page and from the inside cover poem on, I was hooked. I read
the whole thing in five minutes. Best. Five. Minutes. Of. My. Life. No joke. As you are well
aware, I hate most things. But my life has been turned around. I love poems and essays
and illustrations. And I love photocopies.
I say out with the glossy pages! Done with the models and the fashion shows! No more
free swag and millions of assistants. Over. It.
I immediately sprung from my chair and raced to Walk Write Up headquarters (this is
difficult because the editors live in different boroughs). I sent my guys to kidnap Laura in
Chelsea as I sped along in my private car to Sunset Park, Brooklyn to catch Audrey and
Philly before their obscenely early bedtimes.
Out of breath and with a confused Laura in hand, I ran up the four flights of stairs and
banged on the scarily heavy metal door of Philly and Audrey’s apartment. They answered
their door in pajamas, half asleep, as it was 10:30pm.
“I want to be involved with Walk Write Up,” I wheezed. “Let me be your Editor-in-Chief!”
I screamed. Audrey immediately slapped me across the face as she had recently been
made Head Editor and would not be backing down any time soon. Without a word, they
led me to their kitchen/living room/dining room and sat me down at their dining table/
desk/cutting board.
“We will take you on, Anna Wintour,” they said, “but you will have to start at the bottom.
Do you even know how to print in booklet format from Adobe Acrobat? Can you use a
scanner?” I had to admit my incompetence. But, unlike me, these people are nice and
gave me a job.
And so my loyal readers, I’ve taken on a new position of “editorial associate” at a fabulous
zine called Walk Write Up. I am paid in copies of the zine and birthday cake oreos. I’m
never turning back.
Sorry not sorry,
- Anna Wintour
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Cool Story
When I was five, my best friend was named Bailey. She was not
my best friend because of any shared interests or mutual admiration. Rather, all of my other friends had distinct characteristics
(Alana had a leg brace, Michael always sang the Flintstones song,
Lily asked people to play a game with her called “Butt-To-Butt”),
but Bailey was absolutely nondescript. Still, finding nothing about
her offensive, and wishing to keep things tidy, I gave her the title
of “best friend”. And so we were.
The only night i ever went to Bailey’s house, we ate pasta in butter
and cheese. Afterwards, she and her older sister, Malia, showed
me to their spare room to admire a hamster. Upon entering the
room, I was immediately struck by the rampant use of marker on
all visible surfaces. Hundreds of colors, with no apparent pattern.
I thought with sudden horror of the little terra-cotta tea set which
my mother and I were planning to give Malia for her birthday.
Although I don’t remember how this tea set actually looked, I have
saved a distinct memory of how I dreaded it would look soon,
gashed wildly in red, green, and purple
ink.
Anyway, Malia, who was the aggressor, quickly removed the hamster from
it’s delicate little wood-shave nest,
and began pirouetting wildly about
the room, screaming: “Airplane! Airplane!”
During this abrupt frenzy, Bailey had
slipped off, and a moment later she
had returned with her mother. Nancy was a bony blond hawk,
with a British accent like a whipping rod. In a flash, she had
gripped Malia by the ponytail, and began swinging her wildly in
circles like a ceiling fan, or perhaps a crazed propellor, sans plane.
“IS THIS WHAT YOU THINK HE LIKES?” Nancy had bellowed, as
Malia’s ankles collided with various objects, sending books and
a lamp crashing to the floor. “I thought he’d have fun!” Malia
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screamed; “I wanted him to get to fly!” “AND HOW DO YOU LIKE
FLYING AGAINST YOUR WILL?” Nancy had inquired, as a whole
bookshelf was upsot, sending several marker-decorated porcelain
horses to their shattering deaths.

When I got home, I asked my mother to include a note in Malia’s
birthday card, requesting that she refrain from drawing on the
tea set. In truth, it was none of my business, but I had begin to
secretly wish that the tea set belonged to me, and my fantasies of
ownership entailed a sense of responsibility for it’s welfare. And
this is not so uncommon. There are economists who claim that
the moment we begin to imagine a product or object as it could
potentially fit into our lives, we become sentimental towards
these imagined memories. In example, four hundred dollars is
a lot to spend on a chair. But suppose one thinks for a moment
about quiet evenings on a porch, watching the sunlight alter the
colors of surrounding trees, as a gentle breeze softens the details
around you. And suppose, from this chair, that you suddenly get
a call from an old friend, and, your heart aroused, you put down
your panpipes, press “talk”, and say: “hello?” Then you sink back
into the cushions, which have by now, like any good companion,
begun to accommodate your shape, and to retain your smell.
Well. Imagination and memory being, as they are, nearly interchangeable, what was initially an over-priced piece of furniture
may now be nothing less than the warm invitation to the rest of
your life. And who can put a price on that?
Ironically, Malia went on to become a great artist, although I don’t
know what happened to the hamster. Or, for that matter, the tea
set.
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ALL I WANT TO DO IS PLAY BANJO AND EAT BISCUITS.
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PRIORITIES
I saw the freeway girl in Starbucks
sparkly bag and all
the same bag she had over her shoulder
on the offramp
the one that partially
obliterated her cardboard sign
will ork for food
it said, with the sparkle
strap over the w
If I could trade you up,
she said to her daughter
on the ramp, next to her
(with I swear a smaller
sparkle bag
obliterating part of
a smaller sign)
I would trade you
for a kid that knows
how to be quiet
I’m not even talking
Baby Sparkle said
(although she had been)
At Starbucks the freeway girl
was telling the barista
a joke about a squirrel
walking into a bar
Did I tell you that one already?
she wanted to know,
dropping her last quarter
into the tip cup
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David
I have a tendency to fall for Davids.
David P. was my first boyfriend, albeit unbeknownst to him. I
chased him about the pre-school playground in rousing games of
“Kissy-Face!!” I would get closer each time, yet never quite catching him, never quite kissing his face.
As is so often in life, I look back and
realized it was it was the game I loved
rather than the player. But never has
a boy made me feel so alive.
David T. flew through time and space
in a blue box, and I watched do so
every Saturday night. He was a long
streak of nothing, saving the universe
in Converse and a trench coat, big
adventure after big adventure with
spiky hair and a mischievous grin.
And he was Scottish. So, there’s that.
David I-Can’t-Seem-to-Rememberhis-Last-Name sat in front of me in
Intermediate Spanish. His swimsuit
model physique combined with his
adorable thick glasses reminded me
of Clark Kent. Our imaginary children
were gorgeous and spoke Spanish
beautifully. I often wonder how they’re doing.
David M. played Hamlet to my stage manager. Every night I listened to him contemplate being and not being with his dark,
moody madness, his lust for revenge, his way with swords. He
played the Danish prince well (very well) which is suffice to say,
enough said about that one.
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David (just David, you know?) and I met in on a school trip to Italy.
He was tall and muscular. Yet it was his hands I fell in love with.
His pronounced veins in alabaster white skin. I fear no sculpted
man has ever come close in comparison. We shall always have
Florence.
Anthony played a David once on stage, so we will add him to
the list. His outstanding catalogue of accomplishments included
Captain of the basketball team, Prom King runner-up, and “The
Class Clown” (as voted by LHS Class of ’07). He has since added
husband, dog-owner, and father of 2.5 kids to the list. I’m okay not
to be on there.
David R. had an incredible kindness in everything he did. I relished
every second I was around him, with his easy-going nature and
stunningly blue, blue eyes. Unfortunately, I mistook his generosity of spirit for a generosity of flirting. Thus the immense kindness
that drew me in ultimately became my undoing.
David L. was introduced to me via our mutual friend, Okcupid. I
found his love for sci-fi and fantasy completely endearing. Over
drinks, I was quick to share my enthusiastic thoughts on the political structure of Westeros, the importance of Martha Jones in
feminism, and the age-old question: Picard or Kirk? I fear my love
of these topics were not so endearing to him.
Dave F. and I worked together, two desks away. He had a voice like
gravel mixed with hard liquor and (of course) played in a band on
the weekends. I once gathered the courage to ask him his plans
for a Saturday. Turns out he was decorating his new apartment
with his partner of five years, Brian.
These are the highlights in my twenty-five year tour of Davids.
And since these men never fall back quite the way I fall for them,
I think 2014 is a great time to take a break and give some other
names a try*
(*If you have any available Davids in your life, please do send all details
my way)
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THE MOMENT I GREW UP WAS WHEN I STOPPED
WANTING TO BE ROSS AND RACHEL AND STARTED
WANTING TO BE MONICA AND CHANDLER.
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What I write about when I write about weddings.
I really like weddings. Anyone who isn’t incredibly cynical does; and even those
people do, they just don’t admit it. Two people saying beautiful speeches written
for each other; food and music and drinking and dancing- all of the things that bring
me joy wrapped up in one event. They’re lovely. They fully acknowledge just how
involved we all are in each other’s romantic lives. We’re a team. From pre-school’s
all time hit game, “boys chase girls,” through every first, and best, and worst we are
right there.
My elementary school was a tiny hippy school in a house on Tharpe Street, painted
yellow with a giant tree on the face that each graduating student signs a leaf on.
When we studied the oregon trail, we built a wagon in the playground/backyard.
We packed up our most prized possessions into shoe boxes and the entire school
marched around the yard in the sticky Florida heat to get the smallest feel for what
it would be like to have been on that trail.
Our romantic endeavors began there. We left love notes in each other’s cubbies
and held hands during a field trip to the planetarium. We had pool parties and
called each other using our parents three-way phones. My parents phone did not
have the ability to place a three-way call, nor was it portable. Instead there was a
corded phone in every bedroom, the family room, and one with an incredibly long
cord in the kitchen. (Fear of brain tumors). We found a way around these limitations- I was always called first in the chain of added calls. No call was ever made
without another friend on the line to as back up. No note was passed without being peaked at by everyone whose hand it went through.
In high school Anna was the first one of us to start really dating. At a Latin competition the summer between freshman and sophomore year she met a curly haired
young republican named Stephen. Stephen with a ph. Stephens with phs and
Stevens with Vs are different kinds of people. (I tend to prefer the latter). They
made out at the final dance. He was a year below her, an incoming freshman. He
promised to call her. He invited her to see Pirates of the Caribbean: The Curse of
the Black Pearl. Of course we came along. She brought maybe ten of her closest
friends, our parents all dropping us in groups; we tumbled out of minivans with a
few extra dollars to pool together for snowcaps and coke icees. He brought one
other friend and a water bottle filled from his parent’s liquor cabinet of what was
probably just peach schnapps (but felt scandalous) like the little assholes they were.
We all sat in a row- girls on one side, flanking her, and his one sidekick on his side.
Their following date involved a hand job in the park, but that was pretty much the
extent of their romance.
Allison’s first date was to the movies as well. It was later in high school and he
picked her up in his falling apart corolla; we had moved past our parents dropping
us off at the mall. I don’t remember what they went to see, but whatever it was
they didn’t watch much of it. The rest of us were waiting for her when he dropped
her back off. She lounged on my parents blue striped couch and we crowded all
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around her, adoring fans, clinging to every disgusting detail. They dated for the
following five years. I was an extension of their coupledom- I was in the back seat
for every road trip; I was on the board with her as he taught us to wind surf; I held
birthday parties at his apartment and spent many nights on his couch only to crawl
into bed with them the following morning to regale the previous night’s activities.
When they broke up I went with her to pick up her belongings from his house and
glared at him when I passed him in the grocery store.
Mid sophomore year of college I met Eric. He was older; he had gone to community
college a few years before but was living with friends who were in my program. He
was quiet; always the photographer at parties, too cool to be a part of the hub-bub.
I was drawn in. He was mysterious and handsome and my friends talked me into
breaking through to him. It was much easier than I had anticipated. I showed up
to a Christmas party, my best friend and I wearing matching red flannel nightgowns
and antler headbands. I took his hand and suggested, “let’s go do shots.” We held
hands the rest of the night and when the cops finally broke the party up he walked
me to my friends’ apartment. At midnight it had become his birthday and I leaned
in to give him a birthday kiss, my friends watching through the windows, cheering
me on.
The next day we had finals to study for. Our entire world theater history class was
studying together, plodding along through our hangovers from the night before. I
had my notes open on my computer when a facebook message popped up from
Eric. He told me that he’d never had a better birthday and asked me if I wanted to
get coffee that afternoon. It was my first official date. The study party all dropped
their note cards and crowded around my computer. We were all in a tizzy- everyone had an opinion about how to respond, what to wear, and what to order. My
best friends grabbed me and put me in someone’s car. They got me back to my
apartment, stuck me in the shower, and then told me I looked great when I put on
whatever jeans and t-shirt combo I decided upon. They waited hidden in my room
when he came to my door and stayed there until he had driven away. We all still
aced that final, and a few months later when he drove away again- this time to
LA- they waited in my room again, this time with me, holding me, a whole pile of us
spooned on my bed.
Dating has now taken a more serious turn. The months leading up to Allison’s wedding we talked about her wedding dress, but also about our bridesmaids dresses.
We talked about what we would eat and what music we would dance to. We talked
about which of the groomsmen were single. We talked about how much we liked
her fiance (even though it terrified us that he would be around forever) and how
excited we were to be there. The morning of the wedding we crowded around her
and each other, fixing our makeup and our hair, handing off flowers and tissues.
Ashley steamed her dress as I sewed her veil, Hannah modeling it and Anna pouring
champagne. We drank champagne and painted a banner with Toto lyrics and carpooled over when it was time, just like we’d done for years before. Across town a
group of boys were tying each other’s ties and piling into a carpool line as well. We
would all meet in the middle as a team.
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Dexter Riverfest
A lot of people selling stuff
A few dogs
A couple punks get in a fight
A few bands play
A giant lecture by my mom why I shouldn’t
stay out too late
An annoying buzzing in my ears
Raunchy stinkbombs
Some different foods
Funny looking flowers
Met a girl named Megan
Spent all my cash on her ($20)
A stinkbomb cracked in my pocket
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I HAVE A NOTE ON MY PHONE THAT JUST READS,
“THE LONELY SARDINE.”
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How to kind of start to heal, the benefits of casual friend sex:
Be in a relationship for almost three years.
Overlook the shitty things about that relationship and convince yourself that
you can fix everything. And that your partner will want to fix everything as well.
Have your partner break up with you without consulting you. Unilateral decisions are totally acceptable. Plead for a month to work on things. Offer to go on
a vacation together. You really just haven’t been spending enough quality time
with each other. Let her leave and make plans to talk the following weekend.
Purchase last minute tickets to fly to be with your family. Cancel plans with expartner (god, it’s hard to say that) and feel both like a coward and a hero.
Cry a lot. Cuddle with your best friends. Pretend to be okay. Don’t cook for
a month; just eat lots of crappy food. Work the longest days you have ever
worked in your life. Tell yourself you’re not going to drink, and drink anyway.
Buy ice cream and leave it in the fridge. Nothing seems to be going down well
anyway.
Try not to think about her. When you do think about her, tell yourself you’re not
mad at the way she instantaneously broke your hear. Tell yourself you see the
bright side, that you can cherish the moments you had together and learn lots
of valuable lessons for your next relationship.
Decide you’re ready to make out with someone. Recruit a friend to be your
wingman. Get wasted at a gay bar with said friend and her friends. Make out
with one of those peripheral friends. Be the most hung over you have ever
been in your life. Eat delicious brunch and pretend you’re not thinking about
your ex-partner the whole time.
Contemplate whether or not to add peripheral make-out friend on Facebook.
Decide not to. Join online dating apps. Explore Tinder, Dattch, Coffee Meets Bagel. Pretend to be fascinated and ambivalent all at the same time. Feel flattered
whenever someone likes you back and initiates conversations.
Get a text from a friend who you have had some interesting moments with in
the past. Tell her you and your partner of 3 years broke up. Try not to misinterpret her overuse of smiley faces and other suggestive emoticons. Tell yourself
it’s just her personality. Get drunk at dinner with some friends and text her to
ask what she’s doing that Friday night. Go over (a bit drunkenly) and talk and
imagine making out with her. Tinder together. Go home and be simulatenously
grateful nothing happened (you’re exhausted) and sad (you are super horny).
Get another text from a friend. Start talking about how you are both super
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horny.
Muster up some courage.
Ask her “How do you feel about casual friend sex?” She responds that she is a
fan of it under communicative circumstances, why was I asking. I say I am interested in having casual friend sex with her. She says “When?”
Breathe a huge sigh of relief. Schedule a sex date. Get really excited and horny.
Feel guilty and think about your ex-partner and if she’s having sex. Stop caring
and stop feeling guilty.
Sext with your new sex friend for days leading up to your sex date. Say things
you’ve wanted to say for years. Ask questions you never felt comfortable asking
before.
Receive a text the night before saying your sex date is sick and it probably isn’t a
good idea to go through with the next day’s activities. Get really sad and disappointed but try to play it cool.
Go with sex date to dog park and dog training lesson. Try not to be horny.
Make sexy eyes at sex date. Have sex date ask if you’re willing to risk getting
sick.
Say “FUCK YES.” And have sex for 5 hours. And explore positions and feelings
and emotions and sensations that you didn’t know you had inside of you.
Leave sex date’s house exhausted. Sleep a lot and feel sore the next day. Totally
worth it.
Get the cold your sex date had. Stay home from work.
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on waking up
alternate title: ya snooze, ya lose!
someone opened the furnace in my belly
and finally threw some kindling in
i feel a pulse that is not my heartbeat
electricity though i can't say i'm plugged in
spring is the season for volatility
green bursting from the earth
buds stretching open
pummeling of den doors to
release the hibernating mammal
radiating warmth from rest
carrying a hazy buzz of energy
and i - one being within it all
and knowing my oneness
- knowing with my human brain
it still feels like a miracle
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thoughts while pissing on a dumpster outside the Brooklyn Public
Library
my mother (a principal) calls it “going
wee-wee.” My father calls it “pishin,” no
doubt a vein of the farm his parents
once lived on. My worst ever baby-sitter,
Candy, who my spite is still coddled by
12 years later, called it “tinkling.”
But I have no pretensions, and
when it is against a dumpster outside the
Brooklyn Public Library, the only appropriate
phrase for what I am doing is “taking a piss.”
#
I’m not even drunk right now. Though it
is 4 a.m., and I did just force two
plain donuts down my groping gullet
(poor things, they didn’t even taste good).
But my eyes are not lusty, I do not
feel invincible (quite the opposite,
in fact), and I am not plagued by
breadloaf hiccups, so I am mostly sure
I am not drunk.
#
I hope no one catches me, out here,
with my wiener in my hand. At best,
my penis is usually a wiener. It is
rarely a cock. Right now, it is
definitely a wiener.
#
If I were stopped by the police
right now, could I rightfully
call that “getting busted,” or is
that phrase saved for buddy cop
movies and Law and Order?
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#

If I were to be busted by the cops
right now, would the proximity of
my uncovered wiener to the public
library merit a sexual misdemeanor?
Even if I am 95 percent sure the
library is closed? Would it help
if I told them how disappointed
my parents would be? Or said,
“no way I’m a sexual predatorsome of my best friends are kids!”
#
Could I blame it on Miley Cyrus?
#
I feel constantly unimpressed with
how cold New York doesn’t get in
summer, despite the bi-weekly storm.
I always carry a jacket
in my bag just in case. And
because I like how I look in a jacket
more than not in a jacket. If I
were wearing a jacket right now,
it would probably help to cover my
wiener. But, because it is 80
degrees out, and not raining,
I would probably look more crazy.
#
The question of covering one’s
wiener or looking crazy is the
biggest issue America faces today.
#
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It would be so easy to mug me right
now. But, even a mugger may be
hesitant to approach someone in my
current position. If I were a mugger,
I would not choose the man with his
wiener in his hand if there were other
immediate options.
#
Who did you picture when I said
“a mugger”?
#
I have a library card and pay taxes,
so maybe I’m entitled to this.
Plus, it feels really good. Despite my
fear of getting caught or mugged.
#
I fear that nothing could possibly feel
better than this.
#
I fear that when I die, this will be
the only poem you remember.
###
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Ice Cream Soup
When women are friends,
they can scoop from each other’s bellies
like warm, fleshy bowls of ice cream.
Best in summer, with little clothing and only sometimes AC,
the female bellies and foreheads sweat into underwear and bangs,
the mascara runs down the sides of the face
to meet the watermelon and mango drips licking their lips.
The bellies shrink and swell and stay the same,
they retain their softness, despite the heat and sun exposure.
Outside, some are revealed in short shirts,
others remain hidden underneath tees.
But in the bedrooms (the finest of ice cream parlours),
they are always on display,
thawed and ready for tasting.
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